1. Introduction. Consider a finite field $. If V is any automorphism of & we define ® v to be the fixed field of K under V. Let S and T be any automorphism of $ and define F to be the fixed field ( 1 ) S -Sα -(®s)r -(®τ)s > under both S and Γ. Then % is the field of q = j>* elements, where p is the characteristic of $, and fi is a field of degree n over g We shall assume that (2) n>2, q > 2 .
Then the period of a primitive element of β is q n -1 and there always exist elements c in & such that c =£ k*-1 for any element & of fi. Indeed we could always select c to be a primitive element of β.
Define a product (a?, #) on the additive abelian group β, in terms of the product αjj/ of the field S, by for any nonzero x and y of β. But the definition of a generating automorphism U of $ over § by xU -x q implies that (6) S=U* , T=W .
We shall assume that S =£ I, Γ =£ I, so that (7) 0</3<w, 0<γ<^.
Thus the condition that c Φ k q~λ is sufficient to insure the property that (%, y) Φ 0 whenever xy Φ 0.
For every c satisfying (5) we can define a division ring ® = ®($, S, T, c), with unity quantity /' = e -c, where e is the unity quantity of S. It is the same additive group as K and we define the product x |/ of ΰ by (9) xA e -yB e = (x,y) .
These rings may be seen to generalize the twisted fields defined in an earlier paper.
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We shall show that 3) is isomorphic to $ if and only if S = T. Indeed we shall derive the following result. The result above implies that /g is the center of ®(®, S, T, c). Since it is known 2 that isotopic rings have isomorphic right (left and middle) nuclei, our results imply that the (generalized) twisted fields S)($, S, T, c) are new whenever the group generated by either S or T is not the group generated by S and T. In this case our new twisted fields define new finite non-Desarguesian projective planes. for every x and y of iΓ, providing that
In particular, i? d A y = A y R a , and so (9) is equivalent to
It is well known that distinct automorphisms of any field $ are linearly independent in the field of right multiplications of ££. Thus we can equate the coefficients of the distinct powers of T in the equation (20). The right member of (20) 
When S= Γ our formula (3) becomes (x,y) = xy -c[(xy)S] = xy(I-
But then the ring ® 0 , defined by the product (x,y) 9 is isotopic to the field St. Since ® = ®(ffi, S, S, c) is isotopic to ® 0 it is isotopic to SB, and it is well known that ® is then also isomorphic to $. Assume henceforth that
The right nucleus of S) is the set 5i p of all elements z p in ffi such that
for every α? and ?/ of ffi. Suppose that 6 = bS so that
By (18) .
Thus bB e = 6(1-Si2 c ) = 6(e -c) = bf is in 5R P . We have proved that the right nucleus of 2) = 3)(5t, S, Γ, c) contains the field /^, a subring of 3) isomorphic to $#. ΓΛβ left nucleus 3l λ of S) consists of all ^λ such that
for all x and y of St. This equation is equivalent to 
Hence gB e = g(I -SR C ) -g -(gS)c = g -(gT)c
= gA e , and $ft μ contains the field of all elements gB e for gS = gT. We are now able to derive the converse of these results. We first observe that (27) where z = uB e . If the period of T is m > 2 we use Lemma 1 to see that, if we take y Φ yST~x, then u = uS, z -uB e = fu. The stated choice of y is always possible since we assuming that S Φ T and so some element of β is not left fixed by ST~\ Thus Stt = /^. Similarly, is the period of S is not two then 5Jϊ λ = f$t τ .
Assume that one of S and T has period two. The automorphisms S and T cannot both have period two. For the group G of automorphisms of ^ is a cyclic group and has a unique subgroup ξ> of order two. This group contains I and only one other automorphism. If S and T both had period two we would have S -T and so m = n = 2, contrary to hypothesis. Thus we may assume that one of S and T has period two. There is clearly no loss of generality if we assume that T has period two, so that the period of S is at least three. By the argument already given we have 5ft λ = f$ΐ τ . We are then led to study (40) as holding for all elements y of ®, where z p = uB e . Now (41) A
But then (40) becomes
This yields the equations
yT(u -uS) -yS[u -(uS)c(cT)] = -d(vS) .

Hence d(yS)[uS -(cS)(cST)(uS 2 )] -yS 2 T(cS)(cST)(uS -uS*)d = vS(dS)d = (dS)yS[u -(uS)c(cT)] -yT(u -uS)(dS) .
Since this holds for all y we have the transformation equation (45) SR[d(uS) -d(cS)(cST)uS 2 ] -S 2 TR[d(cS)(cST)(uS -uS 2 )] = SR[dSu -(dS)(uS)c(cT)] -TR[(u -uS)dS].
Since S 2 Φ I and T Φ S, S 2 T we know that the coefficient of S 2 T is zero. Thus (u -uS) dS -0 and u -uS as desired. This shows that
The middle nucleus condition (36) implies that gS = gT if T does not have period two. When T does have period two but S does not have period two the analogous property
is equivalent to We also compute the term in T r in (51). Since r < n -1 the left member of this term is (TR c ) r R x -(TR c ) r R xS , which is equal to R r R gc (R x -R xS ) , where g = (cΓ)(cΓ) 2 -(cΓ) 7 *-1 . The right member is the term in S, and this is SR c (R y -R yτ ) .
Hence (a? -xS)g = y -yT, a result equivalent to By (48) we may equate coefficients of I, S, T and ST, respectively. The constant term yields g = e. The term in S then yields v(c) = e which is impossible when S and T generate the same group and 2) = ®(S, S, Γ, c) is a division algebra. We have proved the following result.
